1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-15-00470}
===============

The promotion of cycling is increasingly seen as an effective and efficient tool for reducing the negative environmental impacts of transport whilst improving quality of life \[[@B1-ijerph-15-00470]\]. By enabling a shift from motorised transportation to cycling, cities can reduce both their greenhouse gas contribution and improve regional air quality through reduced motorised transportation \[[@B2-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Increasing cycling rates in this manner has been demonstrated to have substantial health benefits, despite the increased exposure to air pollution and traffic \[[@B3-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Traditionally transport planners have made use of such techniques as manual traffic volume counts at set points in a traffic network to create traffic demand models (for all modes of transport). Today, count data remains valuable in many respects and a wide variety of automated sensor technologies are available to provide continuous information on traffic flows. This type of data collection is not within the scope of this article, since it does not reveal details about bicyclist trip lengths, infrastructure preferences or network behaviour. However reviews and evaluations of the available technologies for the volume counting of bicycles can be found from the US National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) \[[@B4-ijerph-15-00470],[@B5-ijerph-15-00470]\] and select other sources \[[@B6-ijerph-15-00470],[@B7-ijerph-15-00470],[@B8-ijerph-15-00470]\].

This research systematically reviews the scientific literature for data collection techniques that allow researchers and planners to understand the route choice behaviour of bicycle users. It builds and expands upon earlier research concerning information technology dependent means for determining the location of physical activity---by considering also more traditional methods that have been used to determine bicycle route choice. Krenn et al. \[[@B9-ijerph-15-00470]\] conducted a review of GPS studies in the scientific and grey literature that examine physical activity. Loveday et al. \[[@B10-ijerph-15-00470]\] similarly explore the use of GPS in a comprehensive review of wearable or portable technologies that measure location. Buehler & Dill \[[@B11-ijerph-15-00470]\] conduct a review of the literature concerning the evaluation of bicycle networks and other bicycle infrastructure, meaning that a number of less technology dependent methods were uncovered. Lastly, a review by Romanillos et al. \[[@B12-ijerph-15-00470]\] considered all big data technologies associated with cycling---covering GPS, crowdsourcing and smartphone related methods together with live point data and origin-destination data. In contrast to other review papers, this paper includes bicycling for all trip purposes, focuses on all methods that can be applied to the empirical determination of whole journey route choice and covers digital publications from all years up until late 2017. Whole journey route choice refers specifically to the route choice along an entire origin-destination journey, turn-by-turn.

Route choice data based on actual cycling behaviour is well suited to context-specific applications such as the evaluation of new infrastructure, safety assessments or pollutant exposure. It should however be noted that tracing the whole journey of cyclists is not an entirely new endeavour. Individual travel surveys often request participants to recall recently traversed routes and the transport mode used. In recent years, GPS technology has become very affordable and increasingly omnipresent, allowing its use in large studies on travel behaviour. The goal of this paper is to compare the traditional and newer techniques that have been applied to the study of bicycle route selection.

2. Methods {#sec2-ijerph-15-00470}
==========

This paper systematically reviews the revealed preference methods that have been applied to the study of whole-journey bicycle route choice. Empirical data on bicycle route choice can also be collected through aggregate volume measures (like heat maps from the aggregated tracking of multiple users) and through naturalistic studies of point locations such as observations at intersections. Additionally stated preference techniques are often used for hypothetical route choice, where respondents are presented with a series of choices to compare against a trade-off such as time or cost. However, since such techniques do not review the full journey of the individual decision maker, the bicycle user, they are not covered in this review. The process through which the literature has been identified is described in detail below.

To identify sources, searches were made in December 2017 in the Scopus (Elsevier) and Transport Research International Documentation (TRID) databases. The TRID database is a combination of the Transportation Research Board's Transportation Research Information Services database and the Joint Transport Research Centre's International Transport Research Documentation Database maintained by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. The TRID database importantly contains transport-related theses and grey literature such as reports that are not published in Scopus or many other journal databases. Only English language records were reviewed with no publication date restrictions, using the query "route choice" or "naturalistic" or "revealed preference" in combination with any of the strings bicycl\*, bik\* or cycl\* (where the asterisk indicates all iterations hereafter). Records were required to be available in digital format to be included in this review. The search strategy is summarised in [Figure 1](#ijerph-15-00470-f001){ref-type="fig"} below \[[@B13-ijerph-15-00470]\].

In total, 112 empirical studies were uncovered by this search strategy. The principal selection criterion for empirical studies was that the methods had been applied to the study of bicycle route choice, and that the whole journey is captured by the method. The majority of these empirical studies were published in journals or as book chapters (65), followed by conference proceedings (30), reports (14) and theses (3).

The following section presents the results, or introduction to the literature. This is followed by the discussion in which the timeline of publications, geographical distribution of research and the numbers of participants for different method families are displayed.

3. Results {#sec3-ijerph-15-00470}
==========

The results section of this paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the primary method families for classification purposes is explained. This is graphically illustrated in [Figure 2](#ijerph-15-00470-f002){ref-type="fig"}, which displays the numbers of articles categorised in each family. Families are defined according to the primary method used to ascertain location/route choice, although in many studies, multiple methods are used that could provide this information. Detailed findings are subsequently discussed, with the further breakdown of the seven method families into 34 sub-groups. This second level of classification according to research design rather than method is used to ensure that no one sub-group contains more than ten studies, simplifying the summary of findings. A tabularised summary of the literature using this method family and sub-group structure is introduced in [Appendix A](#app1-ijerph-15-00470){ref-type="app"}, [Table A1](#ijerph-15-00470-t0A1){ref-type="table"}. Because many of the studies utilise multiple methods, the [Table A1](#ijerph-15-00470-t0A1){ref-type="table"} includes a column qualitatively indicating the frequency of method combination for each sub-group. The other methods are not restricted to route choice, but may be supplementary data sources such as accelerometer measurements, heart rate monitors or cameras. More checks in the 'integration with other methods' column indicates more frequent combination with other methods.

Method families must have a substantially different methodological set-up to other families. Hence, even though the first three families make use of GPS technology, they are split into separate families due to differences in research design (researcher acquisition of GPS device, participant GPS ownership through smartphone, and collection of crowdsourced GPS data). A summary of the literature in each family is made using the same structure (sub-groups) as in [Table A1](#ijerph-15-00470-t0A1){ref-type="table"}. In many cases, empirical studies make use of two or more methods for ascertaining route choice, however only the principal method (or the method that is considered most important for determining route choice) is used for classification in [Table A1](#ijerph-15-00470-t0A1){ref-type="table"}.

3.1. GPS Devices {#sec3dot1-ijerph-15-00470}
----------------

A total of 47 articles were found that discuss unique data collection efforts using Global Positioning System (GPS) devices (excluding smartphone GPS and crowdsourcing studies but inclusive of GPS integrated into other devices such as helmet cameras or sports watches). A study of the accuracy of Smartphone GPS relative to enhanced GPS units demonstrated that whilst GPS devices were significantly more accurate than smartphone GPS, no statistically significant difference was found between smartphone manufacturers \[[@B14-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Additionally other data sources are required to be able to determine the street position of cyclists (on bicycle lane, footpath or traffic lane).

The frequency of geo-located point provision and thus geospatial accuracy of GPS devices was reported in 21 of the 47 studies. Frequency values ranged from 0.2 Hz \[[@B15-ijerph-15-00470]\] to 10 Hz \[[@B16-ijerph-15-00470],[@B17-ijerph-15-00470],[@B18-ijerph-15-00470]\], with a median of 1 Hz (or one position located per second). Such frequencies were not experienced to be problematic for recording route choices, although other issues including lack of signal, inaccurate positioning or loss of battery power were significant causes of data loss \[[@B9-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The review article from Krenn et al. \[[@B9-ijerph-15-00470]\] also reports data loss issues concerning charging of GPS units for eight of 24 included studies.

Missing data was also a problem for a longitudinal study of children's school journeys in northern England conducted in 2007 where an estimated 39% of journeys were not recorded due to problems obtaining an initial position fix from satellites \[[@B19-ijerph-15-00470]\]. One Portland-based study used a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) with GPS functionality, meaning that it was simple to set up to ask travel survey questions prior to beginning or finishing a trip segment \[[@B20-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The user interface was a contributing element to getting participants to check battery charge, resulting in the relatively low data loss of 8% \[[@B20-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Most of the 34 studies that utilise an instrumented bicycle setup (two or more devices attached to either a research-team or participant-owned bicycle) utilised GPS devices rather than smartphones. As might be expected, the use of portable GPS loggers improves satellite fix and accuracy in comparison to smartphone-embedded GPS units \[[@B14-ijerph-15-00470]\]. It should be noted however that weatherproofing of GPS devices and other instrumentation (or failure to!) for use in longer terms studies can also create signal issues. Thus, special consideration should be given to this during testing phases of future research projects.

Three of the earliest studies, published between 2007 and 2010 found that data collection was very time intensive for the research teams due to the need to extract data every few days from the units. \[[@B19-ijerph-15-00470],[@B20-ijerph-15-00470],[@B21-ijerph-15-00470]\]. This became less of an issue in subsequent research that made use of wireless mobile data transmission \[[@B22-ijerph-15-00470],[@B23-ijerph-15-00470]\], shorter data collection periods such as for test tracks or predetermined routes \[[@B17-ijerph-15-00470],[@B24-ijerph-15-00470],[@B25-ijerph-15-00470],[@B26-ijerph-15-00470],[@B27-ijerph-15-00470],[@B28-ijerph-15-00470]\] or simply had larger memory cards \[[@B29-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Since many of the studies published after 2010 use largely similar GPS devices, the remaining studies are discussed according to five sub-groups, as outlined in [Table A1](#ijerph-15-00470-t0A1){ref-type="table"}. Each sub-group has sufficiently different methodological design to justify a distinction, with the intent to have no more than 10 articles per sub-group. It should be noted that the distinction between what constitutes an "instrumented" set-up as opposed to a standard GPS study was small, however for this paper "instrumented" refers to studies in which two or more separate devices are carried or mounted to a bicycle/vehicle.

### 3.1.1. Instrumented Research Bicycles/Pedelecs {#sec3dot1dot1-ijerph-15-00470}

Instrumented research bicycles were generally loaned out to participants to obtain data over relatively short time periods, and are sometimes also referred to as bicycle Data Acquisition Systems \[[@B30-ijerph-15-00470],[@B31-ijerph-15-00470]\] or Instrumented Probe Bicycle \[[@B25-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Instrumented research bicycles were used in studies of both conventionally powered \[[@B17-ijerph-15-00470],[@B25-ijerph-15-00470],[@B26-ijerph-15-00470],[@B30-ijerph-15-00470],[@B32-ijerph-15-00470],[@B33-ijerph-15-00470],[@B34-ijerph-15-00470],[@B35-ijerph-15-00470],[@B36-ijerph-15-00470]\] and pedal-assisted electric bicycles (pedelec) \[[@B16-ijerph-15-00470],[@B22-ijerph-15-00470],[@B24-ijerph-15-00470],[@B28-ijerph-15-00470],[@B37-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The bicycles are loaned to participants in a configured state (with GPS as the primary means of determining route choice), and the use of a single bicycle type can have benefits when observing such phenomena as steering, overtaking distances or acceleration/vibration \[[@B25-ijerph-15-00470],[@B26-ijerph-15-00470],[@B36-ijerph-15-00470],[@B37-ijerph-15-00470]\]. This is because minor differences in suspension and steering between different bicycle models are removed as a confounding factor. Instrumented research bicycles and pedelecs are used most often in the context of specific research designs, usually focussing on a specific area or even fixed route. Thus participants are generally only required to cycle for a limited time---typically one to two trips. An exception was a pedelec study in which participants were loaned an instrumented bicycle for a period of two weeks \[[@B16-ijerph-15-00470]\].

### 3.1.2. Instrumented Participant Bicycles/Pedelecs {#sec3dot1dot2-ijerph-15-00470}

Other instrumented bicycle studies made use of similar experimental set-ups mounted to participants' conventional bikes \[[@B27-ijerph-15-00470],[@B31-ijerph-15-00470],[@B38-ijerph-15-00470],[@B39-ijerph-15-00470],[@B40-ijerph-15-00470],[@B41-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Some of these studies required participants to use their bicycles in an instrumented form for a week or more \[[@B39-ijerph-15-00470],[@B41-ijerph-15-00470]\], whilst the others were similar to the instrumented research bicycles in their experimental design, requiring users to make only one to two trips. A smaller number of studies instrumented participants' pedelec bicycles, for between 4 and 30 weeks. The four week study investigated the behaviour of both conventional bicyclists (*n* = 31), pedelec users (*n* = 49) and higher-powered s-pedelec users (*n* = 10) in Germany \[[@B42-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The longer term 30 weeks study occurred amongst 61 pedelec users in Ghent, Belgium but without any additional user involvement such as through the completion of a travel diary \[[@B15-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Long-term measurements were enabled by having automatic activation when the pedelec is in use, and whilst neither study specified charging routines for the instrumentation, it could be expected that the use of the pedelec battery would significantly reduce the effort required of participants.

### 3.1.3. Instrumented Quasi-Bikeshare {#sec3dot1dot3-ijerph-15-00470}

A third type of instrumented bicycle study incorporating GPS devices is for quasi bikeshare schemes. Unlike public bikeshare in which any paying member of the public can use a bicycle, quasi bikeshare is available only for a subset of the population. In this review, two studies were uncovered that discuss pilot bikeshare schemes for exclusive use within university environments. One was implemented at the University of Tennessee, USA in which seven pedelecs and six conventional bicycles in the same bikeshare system were configured with GPS devices for the use of around 100 mostly undergraduate student users \[[@B43-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The other study discusses a university bikeshare system at UMONS in Belgium but only a detailed description of the proposed sensor configuration to be implemented was included \[[@B23-ijerph-15-00470]\]. It should be noted that GPS equipped bikeshare bicycles used in bicycle route choice research are categorised according to research design rather than bicycle type, resulting in two more bikeshare papers being discussed in results [Section 3](#sec3-ijerph-15-00470){ref-type="sec"} \[[@B44-ijerph-15-00470],[@B45-ijerph-15-00470]\].

### 3.1.4. Instrumented Participant (Two or More Devices) {#sec3dot1dot4-ijerph-15-00470}

Four studies make use of a collection of instruments, but as wearable devices rather than bicycle-mounted systems. All of these studies required participants to carry instrumentation with them for a minimum of one week. A longitudinal study of children's school route and mode choice in northern England made use of a smartphone with external GPS receiver to allow annotation of journeys as they are made \[[@B19-ijerph-15-00470]\]. A pollution focused study in Colorado USA made 45 participants travelling with all modes to wear a modified backpack containing GPS together with air intake tubes connected to air quality instrumentation \[[@B46-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Lastly two before and after infrastructure evaluation studies in Portland \[[@B47-ijerph-15-00470]\] and Salt Lake City, USA \[[@B48-ijerph-15-00470]\] required 341 and 939 participants respectively to wear both a GPS device and accelerometer.

### 3.1.5. Participant-Borne/Wearable GPS Devices {#sec3dot1dot5-ijerph-15-00470}

Other wearable GPS devices included helmet cameras with built in GPS functionality \[[@B49-ijerph-15-00470],[@B50-ijerph-15-00470],[@B51-ijerph-15-00470]\], whilst all bar one of the remaining studies used GPS devices that were either wearable \[[@B20-ijerph-15-00470],[@B52-ijerph-15-00470],[@B53-ijerph-15-00470],[@B54-ijerph-15-00470],[@B55-ijerph-15-00470],[@B56-ijerph-15-00470]\], participant-borne \[[@B18-ijerph-15-00470],[@B29-ijerph-15-00470],[@B57-ijerph-15-00470],[@B58-ijerph-15-00470],[@B59-ijerph-15-00470],[@B60-ijerph-15-00470],[@B61-ijerph-15-00470]\] or mounted to participants' bicycles/vehicle \[[@B62-ijerph-15-00470]\].

GPS device data have been collected much earlier in the context of travel surveys, but these studies tend not to contain the search terms used by this paper \[[@B63-ijerph-15-00470],[@B64-ijerph-15-00470],[@B65-ijerph-15-00470]\].

3.2. Smartphone Applications {#sec3dot2-ijerph-15-00470}
----------------------------

There are 20 papers that discuss the use of smartphone applications to capture travel behaviour, of which 16 specifically collect data related to cyclists, two are for all transport modes, and two are for vulnerable road users. Broadly speaking, smartphone applications for route choice studies can be split into two categories of passive or active user registration. Passive smartphone studies require mode identification or be involved in instrumented research bicycle set-ups where mode is no longer a variable. Active studies meanwhile tend to focus solely on cycling, and require the user to manually start and stop GPS logging via the application interface. This section will start by discussing generic issues related to smartphone applications followed by a focus on passive and active smartphone apps.

Frequency of data provision was reported by five of the smartphone-based studies, all of which recorded data at 1 Hz (or one position located per second). It should be noted that four of these studies were in association with active applications \[[@B66-ijerph-15-00470],[@B67-ijerph-15-00470],[@B68-ijerph-15-00470],[@B69-ijerph-15-00470]\], whilst the remaining study used a smartphone in a long term instrumented pedelec study \[[@B70-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The instrumented pedelec research group sought to actively minimised battery drain, despite the connection of the instrumentation to the large pedelec battery. This was achieved by recording the accelerometer and GPS readings for the first four seconds of every minute, and using this information to determine if the bicycle was in motion. When no motion was recorded, the smartphone would return to a low energy sleep mode. Active smartphone applications however require the user to start and stop GPS recording. The total length of active GPS time is strongly correlated with battery consumption, however because it is mostly inactive, battery use was rarely reported to be a concern. One exception was for an active smartphone study that also included a bicycle courier sub-group, who could be expected to flatten a smartphone battery when recording for a full day of cycling \[[@B71-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The solution was to provide this group dedicated GPS devices with larger battery capacity. Thus battery concerns are mostly restricted to the passive smartphone application subset, however only the aforementioned instrumented pedelec study mentioned battery concerns.

Similar to GPS devices, smartphones can experience connectivity issues in obtaining a satellite fix. Such problems can be worse because the devices are not specifically designed to provide optimum location information, but also because the GPS sensor in the mobile is frequently shielded by clothes or items in a bag. The connectivity issues in smartphones can be alleviated through combination with other integrated sensors such as cellular network location \[[@B72-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Wearable and bicycle-mounted options minimise shielding, increasing chances of a fast connection to satellites.

### 3.2.1. Passive Smartphone Application {#sec3dot2dot1-ijerph-15-00470}

The oldest paper describes the development and pilot testing of a smartphone application called TRAC-IT, which explores the potential to replace traditional travel surveys \[[@B72-ijerph-15-00470]\]. It additionally investigates techniques for mode detection and the practicality of a critical points algorithm, intended to reduce data transfer requirements to that which is necessary for reconstructing a route. A similar study specifically for Blackberry phones sought to develop a mode classifier integrated with trip segmentation using 658 verified trips \[[@B73-ijerph-15-00470]\]. This was the only smartphone application study not to use either Google Android or Apple's iPhone Operating System (iOS).

A separate passive study focussed on the development of an app called LogYard, for automatic crash notification for vulnerable road users and in particular all-terrain vehicle users \[[@B66-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The authors tested the concept in a pilot study on cyclists, which, after the collection of simulated crash and bicycle movement data, demonstrated an algorithm that could detect accidents.

### 3.2.2. Passive Smartphone Application for Instrumented Research Bicycle/Pedelec {#sec3dot2dot2-ijerph-15-00470}

An instrumented research bicycle set up similar to those mentioned in results section 1 was used in four studies, three of which were implemented on pedelecs. All of the pedelec studies utilised wireless data transfer, whilst a fourth instrumented bicycle study used a conventional bicycle with four helmet-mounted video cameras, requiring manual data download. The conventional instrumented bicycle was used in a fixed route experiment by researchers in Portland \[[@B68-ijerph-15-00470]\]. In addition to the helmet cameras and 1 Hz smartphone GPS location, the experiment also included a galvanic skin response stress sensor and a power meter. In total six subjects rode the instrumented bicycle at different times of day in order to ascertain the impact of variable traffic levels.

A similar fixed route setup was made in Austria, with the instrumentation of two different types of electric bicycles in combination with a test of electrically and conventionally powered mopeds \[[@B74-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The e-bike experiment collected data from altogether 145 participants, with a fish-eye camera complementing the smartphone-integrated GPS. A custom-designed app allowed remote operator control of the instrumented bicycle via a Wireless Local Area Network base station at the experiment site.

A larger study in Brighton, UK equipped a fleet of 35 e-bikes with a smartphone and power assistance sensors in a so-called Smart E-bike Monitoring System (SEMS) \[[@B67-ijerph-15-00470]\]. SEMS was powered by the e-bike battery and saved energy by running in a low power sleep state for the majority of the time. Every 25 s the phone woke and queried the accelerometer for 1.5 s. The system was kept active if movement was detected, otherwise the phone returned to the sleep state. Ninety-three participants took ownership of the research bicycles for up to eight weeks, and were provided with real-time feedback about their cycling activity via an online portal.

A year-long field trial of 31 smartphone-instrumented electric bicycles was performed at the University of Waterloo in Canada \[[@B70-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Unlike most instrumented research designs, the pedelecs were given to users in return for their participation, and were not rotated amongst a larger pool of participants. External sensors were limited to battery usage and performance, whilst discharge of the battery was minimised by keeping the phone in a sleep mode most of the time, only querying location and battery indicators for the first four seconds of every minute.

### 3.2.3. Existing Active Smartphone Applications {#sec3dot2dot3-ijerph-15-00470}

Active user smartphone apps are commonly used in the literature, where users are required to manually start and stop GPS recording. One benefit of active user apps is that the frequency of GPS recordings can be relatively high without battery depletion concerns (where passive apps frequently need to optimise energy use through reduced sensitivity). Several of the apps are specifically designed for research and planning purposes, such as CycleTracks, originally developed by the San Francisco County Transportation Authority and used in a five month study of 1083 users in the same city \[[@B75-ijerph-15-00470]\]. GPS data is collected and stored locally on the device, with uploads data upon completion of a trip. The same application was also used in studies of three other US cities: Austin, Texas with 317 bicyclists \[[@B76-ijerph-15-00470]\], Seattle with 197 bicyclists over a 3.5 years period \[[@B77-ijerph-15-00470]\] and Columbus, Ohio with 76 cyclists \[[@B78-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The CycleTracks application was developed with specific consideration to minimise battery drain whilst in use, turning off when the phone battery level reaches 10% \[[@B76-ijerph-15-00470]\].

The success of the CycleTracks application in multiple studies lead to its replication in a number of other regions, who built their own version of the application based on the original code. Three studies of this nature were found including: ORCycle in Oregon with 381 users \[[@B79-ijerph-15-00470]\], CycleAtlanta with 1529 users \[[@B69-ijerph-15-00470]\] and CycleLane in Eugene, Oregon with 103 users \[[@B80-ijerph-15-00470]\].

One smartphone study made use of the recreational tracking application Map My Tracks to collect the GPS traces of cyclists and bike couriers in Madrid \[[@B71-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The study required participants to upload their tracks collected in the tracking application or with GPS devices to either the project website or application, making the required level of involvement from users higher than most other studies in this category. Note that studies that directly obtain data from sports or recreational applications without researcher input, are considered by this study to be crowdsourcing, and are discussed in the next section.

### 3.2.4. Other Customised Active Smartphone Applications {#sec3dot2dot4-ijerph-15-00470}

A similar tailor-made app was commercially developed for use by the City of Toronto, confusingly called CycleTrack, which achieved a high level of participation: 4556 users and 33,220 journeys recorded over nine months \[[@B81-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Interestingly over half of participants reported that they had not cycled since they were children, a contrast from most other smartphone-based studies, whose participants were mostly experienced riders.

Other customised apps includes the Mon RésoVélo smartphone application created by McGill researchers, who obtained 10,000 trips from nearly 1000 users in Montreal, Canada, during four months of 2013 \[[@B82-ijerph-15-00470]\]. BeCity is a customised application built in same manner as the sports monitoring application Endomondo, but provides users with routing feedback due to the lack of other commercial actors performing this for cycling \[[@B83-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Other customised smartphone apps for research or planning purposes were implemented in Gothenburg, Sweden, with 15 bicyclists instructed to ride on selected routes \[[@B84-ijerph-15-00470]\] and in a route choice model study using data from 774 cyclists for Transport for London \[[@B85-ijerph-15-00470]\]. These studies did not provide details concerning the application development or frequency of geo-located positions.

3.3. Crowdsourcing {#sec3dot3-ijerph-15-00470}
------------------

Thirteen papers make use of crowdsourcing as the principal method for obtaining location, amongst which ten utilised smartphone GPS applications and the one remaining study used a crowdsourcing platform for GPS devices. The ten crowdsourcing smartphone studies are split into sports applications (Strava, Sports Tracker and Endomondo), research/planning-oriented smartphone applications (Fiets Telweek, BikePRINT, RiderLog), a citizen science platform (Amazon Mechanical Turk) and individually donated GPS logs.

### 3.3.1. Recreational/Sports Applications {#sec3dot3dot1-ijerph-15-00470}

Three studies included in this paper make use of the bicycle training oriented smartphone application Strava and the associated paid service StravaMetro, however none showed the full routes of individuals. Instead the studies made use of origin-destination data, link/street counts or node counts \[[@B86-ijerph-15-00470],[@B87-ijerph-15-00470],[@B88-ijerph-15-00470]\]. This is because of StravaMetro's policy of data aggregation whereby it is not possible to see how any individual route looks, most likely due to the privacy interests of users. Despite not meeting the inclusion criteria for this paper, Strava was included nonetheless because of the size of the dataset, the potential for individual route data to become available (it is deliberately reduced in quality) and because individual users can still opt to donate their routes to researchers. One such data donation initiative is the Bike Data Project, started after the 2015 release of Frederick Gertten's Bikes Vs Cars documentary, which easily links to the user accounts of three sports applications Moves, Runkeeper and Strava (<http://bikedataproject.com>). Whilst Strava does not presently provide the individual route traces as a crowdsource, it has been used as a supplementary method by researchers for ride-along and ethnographic studies. More information on ride-along as a method is found in results [Section 3.5.1](#sec3dot5dot1-ijerph-15-00470){ref-type="sec"}. Lastly, it should be noted that Strava also allows for the input of GPS data from bicycle computers and GPS devices other than smartphones.

A similar mobile application called Sports Tracker was used in a separate study focussed on providing automatic popularity-based routing in Helsinki \[[@B89-ijerph-15-00470]\]. In this study, the full route trace of individuals was used, with a public dataset of nearly 30,000 routes from 1994 users. An issue witnessed by the researchers was the skewed distribution of routes, where 5% of the users had recorded 50% of the tracks. High variation in participation is however an issue across the crowdsourcing studies, and effects also the studies using GPS devices \[[@B58-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Endomondo, the final sports application to be included here, was used in the context of the European Cycling Challenge (ECC) in 2013 \[[@B90-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The ECC is an annual initiative in the month of May that seeks to gamify cycling across participating European cities (<http://www.cyclingchallenge.eu>). The Bologna dataset obtained by the researchers contained no information about the numbers of users, but approximately 5900 routes were available in the raw data. Subsequent years of the ECC have used different mobile tracking applications, but in general, the cities participate for a nominal fee on the basis that they subsequently own the data collected by their residents. The ECC website displays heat maps of different cities and a leader board of top cities (per capita and in total) to gamify the experience and motivate use, whilst at the end of May the top cities are presented prizes.

The study that did not use smartphones instead gathered crowdsourced data from GPS devices (such as sports watches and cycling computers) through the recreation-oriented web platform RouteYou, a data sharing platform to enable users to find appropriate routes for recreational travel \[[@B91-ijerph-15-00470]\]. In this study, 190,610 bicycle-related records were collected over two years from 6300 unique users living in East Flanders, Belgium.

### 3.3.2. Customised Applications for Nationwide Data Collection {#sec3dot3dot2-ijerph-15-00470}

A practice-oriented smartphone application called RiderLog was used by researchers in Sydney to validate an agent-based model and census data for the same region \[[@B92-ijerph-15-00470]\]. RiderLog is similar to the ECC in terms of goals, but rather than utilising a commercial application was specifically developed for the Australian Bicycle Network. The application is intended to stimulate cycling as an active transportation mode and provides users with a platform to monitor their progress.

Fiets Telweek, or Bicycle Counting Week, is an initiative from The Netherlands (similarly performed in Flanders) to crowdsource cycling data to better understand the behaviour of Dutch cyclists. The event has occurred for a single week each September since 2015, and it was this first year of data that was used in one study of Amsterdam cyclists \[[@B93-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The Amsterdam dataset available to the researchers included 12,413 trips from around 5000 users, and approximately one quarter of these trips were subsequently used in their creation of a discrete choice model for cyclist behaviour.

Prior to the start of Fiets Telweek in 2015, BikePRINT was developed to make use of smartphone GPS data through a custom-designed app, whilst displaying data in an interactive map that made it more user friendly \[[@B94-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The graphical interfaces demonstrated in the article do not reveal individual routes, but neither is it explicitly stated that the data is aggregated like Strava. Unfortunately, little detail is given about the process of data collection, however BikePRINT's commercial successor The Urban Future (a spinoff from the NHTV Breda University of Applied Sciences), is at the time of writing hosting the 2015 to 2017 data for Fiets Telweek (<http://app.cycleprint.eu>).

### 3.3.3. Volunteered (Post-Collection) Data {#sec3dot3dot3-ijerph-15-00470}

A small study collected volunteered GPS log files from both smartphones and GPS devices via Korean bicyclist groups \[[@B95-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Data collection efforts here demonstrated a greater representation bias than other crowdsourcing studies, as it focused only on enthusiast cyclists, all 54 of whom were male and aged between 19 and 42. Should the aforementioned Bike Data Project or similar platforms supporting volunteered data donation grow to represent many users, these representation problems could disappear.

### 3.3.4. Instrumented Public Bikeshare {#sec3dot3dot4-ijerph-15-00470}

Two studies made use of instrumented bicycles in regular bikesharing schemes, whereby the first study retrofitted 130 Capital Bikeshare bicycles in Washington DC with GPS units \[[@B44-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The devices were retrieved after four weeks deployment, during which time 36 GPS units were lost, together with their data. The recovered units recorded data for two weeks on average prior to the battery running out, and recorded in total 3596 trips. Loss of trip data was avoided in the second bikeshare study due to the use of real-time location from the GPS-enabled Grid Bikeshare in Phoenix, USA \[[@B45-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The frequency of GPS readings was, however, relatively low, varying from one per minute to 25 per minute; a frequency sufficient for bikeshare fleet operators but not always sufficient for bicycle route analysis.

Although no studies in this review made use of dockless bicycles, their increasing presence in cities around the world warrants their brief mention. Public dockless bikeshare systems use GPS-enabled bicycles in distributed fleets without specific docking stations. GPS is a necessity for the system to work since users can locate bicycles in real time via a smartphone application. Like the Grid Bikeshare study, data from dockless bicycles could potentially be obtained via fleet operators, representing a very significant future source of empirical route choice data.

### 3.3.5. Citizen Science Crowdsourcing Platform {#sec3dot3dot5-ijerph-15-00470}

Finally, a pilot demonstration of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), a citizen science crowdsourcing platform, was used to gather participants for a smartphone GPS study \[[@B96-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Ten participants are reported on in this paper, however the research project aimed to collect data for 200 participants in total. AMT is a platform matching a large pool of workers and employers (called 'requesters') to perform relatively simple tasks such as data categorisation or image labelling. The researchers collected data in this manner for a payment level of \$5, requiring participants to install a smartphone app, use the app for three days, upload the trip data, answer a survey and finally recruit somebody outside of the AMT network to do the same \[[@B96-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Although a large number of potential workers is available, they are geographically dispersed, meaning that findings collected from participants may not be representative for a particular city or region. Qualitative research may however find the disperse worker pool to be of an advantage for comparative studies of cycling environments.

3.4. Participant Recalled Route---Hand-Drawn, Web-Based or Verbal/Written Description {#sec3dot4-ijerph-15-00470}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.4.1. Hand-Drawn (Paper-Based) Route Collection {#sec3dot4dot1-ijerph-15-00470}

The collection of hand-drawn route data requires very few resources, making it highly versatile for implementation in various studies, most commonly in combination with interviews or paper-based surveys, distributed in various manners. Many of the 15 studies in this category use a largely similar research design, thus in the interests of brevity, only the major methods are discussed in this category, whilst the remainder have been summarised in [Table A2](#ijerph-15-00470-t0A2){ref-type="table"}.

The first study using hand-drawn routes was conducted Davis, California where the implementation of an on-street bicycle lane was to be evaluated \[[@B97-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Interviews were conducted before (*n* = 254) and after (*n* = 110) the bike lane was built, in which cyclists in households north of the implementation area were asked to draw their usual route to downtown or campus (which lay south of the area of interest). A number of other studies make use of similar interview techniques, but generally for intercepted cyclists in a specific study area \[[@B98-ijerph-15-00470],[@B99-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Two Dutch studies investigate the implementation of a bicycle network scheme in Delft, one focussing on the route choices of cyclists prior to network implementation in 1982 \[[@B100-ijerph-15-00470]\], and the other discussing and comparing this with the detailed post-implementation data, collected three years later \[[@B101-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The pre-intervention data collection was performed in a single day, with 15 roadside locations where bicycle counts for bicycles were performed, together with interviews during which cyclists were given a mail-back route choice questionnaire \[[@B100-ijerph-15-00470]\]. In total, 60% or 2194 cyclists returned the route choice survey, whose main question concerned plotting the entirety of the journey undertaken on the day the interview. The second study, a project summary report, summarises the impacts of the initiatives in Delft. The study reports that "about 58% of the observed changes in bicycle volumes are caused by route shifts" but that "compared to travel time and directness, the type of facility is as such an unimportant route choice factor" \[[@B101-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Mail-back surveys were also given to passers-by in a study in Guelph, Canada \[[@B102-ijerph-15-00470]\] whilst another study by the same main author performed in Ottawa (*n* = 1603) and Toronto, Canada (*n* = 1360) used mail-back questionnaires attached to the parked bicycles \[[@B103-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Response rates in the second study were between 45% and 53% for the two cities, which is noteworthy considering the single contact and lack of follow up of participants. Another study used this approach in combination with manual distribution and collection in Phoenix, USA (*n* = 150) \[[@B104-ijerph-15-00470]\].

The third major category of recruitment in this section is for studies that require participants to fill in paper surveys on-site without the same follow up as in interviews. This was done at large events where booths could be established \[[@B105-ijerph-15-00470],[@B106-ijerph-15-00470]\] or at workplaces or schools \[[@B107-ijerph-15-00470],[@B108-ijerph-15-00470],[@B109-ijerph-15-00470],[@B110-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Finally, one study utilised a travel diary concept for the recording of routes as part of an ethnographic study of 26 cycling activists in Quito, Ecuador \[[@B111-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The participants in the study were asked to maintain a diary of incidents they had whilst cycling that were to be supplemented with freehand drawn mental maps (not assisted with a base map). Such an approach is highly dependent on the participants being very familiar with the area they cycle in and an ability to convey this information accurately in a sketch. Routes drawn in this manner may not have the same resolution as those that are map-assisted.

### 3.4.2. Web-Based/Digitally Drawn Routes {#sec3dot4dot2-ijerph-15-00470}

The first study to use web-based or digitally drawn route choices was implemented amongst 142 staff and students of the University of Auckland \[[@B112-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Route choices of both cyclists and potential cyclists were recorded in a web-based GIS tool, although the exact details of the method are not explained.

The same concept was used in a second web-based data collection paper in the city of Copenhagen, for which 398 responses were received \[[@B113-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The study required cyclists to identify locations along their most recent route (which they traced turn-for-turn) where they had up to three positive and three negative experiences, leading to 890 points being located. Such experiences could have been the perception of danger at a blind corner or a positive comment regarding a widened bicycle lane. This data was collected in a Google Maps Application Programming Interface (API), allowing for data to be entered directly by users into a mapping interface with relative simplicity.

### 3.4.3. Verbal/Written Descriptions {#sec3dot4dot3-ijerph-15-00470}

Seven participant recalled route choice studies were located that use principally written or verbal descriptions of routes rather than visual depictions. The oldest study in this systematic literature review uses a described route choice data collection protocol in New York, USA. Two methods were devised, the first of which asked 35 families to list the route (presumably with road names) of their most recent bicycle trip and the second of which involved a verbal description of current route in 155 intercept interviews \[[@B114-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Three studies use even more limited descriptions of route choice, that only partially capture the route choice of cyclists---specifically through the inclusion of one to two additional points along a new piece of bicycle infrastructure in addition to origin and destination. The first of these evaluated the impact of a well-established off-road trail in Minneapolis, USA with 3121 cyclists stopped in a human intercept survey \[[@B115-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The second study using access and egress points to cycling infrastructure collected data via an online survey of usual bicycle trips in Montreal \[[@B116-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The study additionally asked for suggestions for new bicycle infrastructure locations. The high number of responses (*n* = 2917) was achieved through wide publication in conventional media formats, social networking websites and on the street. The third study uses only a single point (in addition to origin and destination) along a newly opened cycleway in Sydney to determine route choice; a point where 783 interviewed cyclists were intercepted as they waited at a traffic light \[[@B117-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Although cyclists were asked if they had changed route after the cycleway was opened, it was not required for them to specifically provide details of the existing route.

One approach to avoid poor geographical resolution is to interview cyclists about their route choice, where communication between interviewer and interviewee can ensure an accurate transcription of route choice details. This was done in a Vancouver telephone interview study with 74 participants for all modes, who had previously participated in a survey of cyclists and indicated willingness to be contacted for future research \[[@B118-ijerph-15-00470]\]. A benefit of this particular methodological set up was that participants had previously received a cycling map of Vancouver they were prompted to use as a visual aid when discussing typical routes with the interviewer. Route descriptions were also requested of 100 bike share users in Santiago, Chile, who were intercepted at stations by interviewers with paper-based surveys \[[@B119-ijerph-15-00470]\].

The poor ability of listing methods to accurately identify origin and destination mean that average trip lengths collected in this manner can be considerably shorter (or longer) than actual routes. Additionally many cyclists may not be sufficiently familiar with their environment to be able to give an accurate description of where they had or usually cycled. Benefits of this method are simplicity of execution, and in the case of interviews, the potential to gather richer open answers regarding variables that may have influenced route choice.

3.5. Accompanied Journey---Ride-Along and Tracking Based {#sec3dot5-ijerph-15-00470}
--------------------------------------------------------

### 3.5.1. Ride-Along Survey {#sec3dot5dot1-ijerph-15-00470}

A technique with high potential for qualitative and ethnographic cycling research is the ride-along survey, a form of interview in which the interviewer accompanies the participant for part or their entire journey. Accompanied interviews were used to inform the design of a stated preference study from Transport for London \[[@B120-ijerph-15-00470]\]. In this case, ride-along surveys were performed with 16 participants, who were approached by interviewers at traffic lights and bike parks and then accompanied for 10--15 min of the remainder of their journey. A short roadside interview was conducted post-ride in which cyclists were asked questions about their route choice. Participants chose their routes themselves and were offered a gift voucher in return for their participation. The qualitative results here were used to inform the design of an online stated preference survey, which tested three key attributes: type of cycle lane, type of road and journey time.

The two remaining papers focussed upon more ethnographic research. The first of these incorporated ride-along interviews conducted with 15 inhabitants around Utrecht in The Netherlands, combining GPS tracking, tape-recording and video documentation (from interviewer perspective) \[[@B121-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Although GPS provides good location data, the video in this case provided information that was more important for the ethnographic study purpose (interaction with other road users during busy commuting times). This technique allowed researchers to retrace their 'steps' in visual field notes. Participants were recruited through an online discussion group and snowballing from contacts within the research group. Unlike the London study, the conducive environment to 'conversational cycling' in The Netherlands meant that the ride-along interview was indeed conducted mid-ride rather than post-ride, something the authors recognise may not be always be possible in other contexts.

The other ethnographic study also makes use of GPS, although in this case, was intended to examine the use of dedicated ride-logging smartphone applications \[[@B122-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Reflective diaries and structured interviews with 20 experienced club cyclists in and around Stoke-on-Trent, UK formed the basis of the research material whilst the author additionally accompanied the same cyclists on a number of group rides.

Benefits of the study design using ride-along surveys are the ability to interpret gestures and body language, together with other shared experiential factors that are not easily captured through the majority of other techniques. A downside can be that the observed behaviour of the cyclist (particularly risk-taking behaviour or the breaking of traffic laws) is influenced because they are conscious of being recorded or observed. This phenomenon can be mitigated if trust is developed between the interviewer and participant through more immersive researcher participation, as was demonstrated in an aforementioned study of cycling activists in Quito, Ecuador \[[@B111-ijerph-15-00470]\].

### 3.5.2. Tracking {#sec3dot5dot2-ijerph-15-00470}

One study made use of tracking, but was GPS-assisted using devices fitted to trackers' bicycles to allow for simpler data collection \[[@B123-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Methodologically the study involved tracking of 119 cyclists from a number of fixed destinations and a number of interception locations. A trip was considered finished after a cyclist dismounted. The route data for intercepted subjects is however incomplete since the initial part of the journey is not recorded. The research ethics of this methodology are not discussed in the article, although future studies should consider this.

3.6. Camera {#sec3dot6-ijerph-15-00470}
-----------

Three studies make use of egocentric cameras as the primary means for determining route choice. Two used helmet-cameras \[[@B124-ijerph-15-00470],[@B125-ijerph-15-00470]\] whilst one used two bicycle mounted cameras \[[@B126-ijerph-15-00470]\]. This naturalistic bicycle data was used to gather first hand cyclist experiences in the context of traffic safety and planning for cycling. The most recent of these used the video footage taken by 24 commuter cyclists in Plymouth, UK to perform video-guided interviews with the participant post-ride. The researcher reviewed the videos prior to the interview in order to develop a customised set of interview questions for each participant. Participants were also able to reflect upon what they saw in the video and volunteer comments. Neither of the other studies included this element, one of which was intended to capture overtaking distances on specific routes by the researcher themselves \[[@B126-ijerph-15-00470]\], the other classifying accidents or near-accidents \[[@B125-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Route choice was not explicitly a part of any of the studies, however all three studies have a forward-facing camera that shows the route being ridden. The video footage alone could be used to recreate route choices by a reviewer familiar with the area; however, those studies that were interested in both naturalistic behaviour and location tended to make use of cameras in GPS-instrumented bicycle set-ups as described in results [Section 1](#sec1-ijerph-15-00470){ref-type="sec"} and [Section 2](#sec2-ijerph-15-00470){ref-type="sec"}.

3.7. Virtual Reality (VR) Simulated Environments {#sec3dot7-ijerph-15-00470}
------------------------------------------------

A VR cycling simulator called Cycle SPACES was developed in Breda in The Netherlands and is discussed in a pilot study of a proposed cycle superhighway in the same city \[[@B127-ijerph-15-00470]\]. A speed sensor allows users to adapt their speed in the virtual modelled environment (displayed with an Oculus Rift VR headset), whilst other variables such as time of day or the colour of the bicycle highway could be modified with push buttons on the handlebars. The participants were observed to react as expected in the different modelled environments, relaxing considerably in the future scenarios in which greater separation from traffic was displayed. Although route choices were not enabled in this experimental set-up, the addition of steering control together with eye-tracking, artificial intelligence of other road users, dynamic resistance and leaning have all been identified as future additions to the Cycle SPACES project.

A Japanese bicycle simulator experiment with 23 university students tests two scenarios that each provide the rider with visual feedback regarding speed, whilst a control group performs the experiment without visual input \[[@B128-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The experimental set up includes an exercise bicycle, speed sensor and large visual display. The first scenario shows a virtual bicycle icon on a Google map, which moves in accordance to pedalling speed, whilst the second scenario shows Google Street View images (taken at 10 m spacing) displayed in relation to pedalling speed. The route was fixed between the university and the nearest train station, without choice of route. Significant differences (*p* \< 0.05) were found between the control and street image groups for enjoyment, outdoor-feeling and speed of cycling. Although route choice was not a studied element of the study, this would be a logical future step for virtual reality research.

Neither of the simulator-based VR studies study route choice unlike the majority of articles in this review, however as a relatively emergent field, the methods introduced here show promise for scaling up into this realm.

4. Discussion {#sec4-ijerph-15-00470}
=============

This study presents a systematic review of methods that have been applied to the study of whole journey bicycle movement. The research publications included within this review are mostly quite new, with 99 of the 112 studies published between 2010 and 2017. This is illustrated in [Figure 3](#ijerph-15-00470-f003){ref-type="fig"} below. In addition to the growth of research in general, much of the growth in research production can be attributed to the arrival of affordable GPS technology around the early-mid 2000s. GPS technology is used in over two thirds of the research papers collected through this systematic review, as illustrated in [Figure 2](#ijerph-15-00470-f002){ref-type="fig"} in the methods section. A modest increase in the number of papers utilising more mature methods like participant recalled routes can also be witnessed. Because the review required the digital availability of full-text articles, there is a systematic bias towards newer (especially post-internet) research, as is the case for the majority of review articles.

The numbers of participants is displayed in [Figure 3](#ijerph-15-00470-f003){ref-type="fig"} as a box-and-whisker plot for all 92 articles that reported this figure. Four method families are shown, whilst the remainder are aggregated under 'other' due to the low number of articles in the method families: accompanied trips, camera and virtual reality. The graph shows that the lowest numbers of participants does not vary greatly, but median number of participants can be quite different based on method family.

Crowdsourcing studies have understandably the highest median number of participants (1994), although it should be noted that many of the studies reported findings from Strava, which do not presently provide individual route journeys. The high participant numbers in Strava are also the reason for not displaying the plot for crowdsourcing in its entirety (13,684 unique users are captured in the largest study covered by this review \[[@B86-ijerph-15-00470]\]). Smartphone GPS studies (316) and participant recalled route choice studies (254) follow next in median sample size, due most likely to the relative low-cost and simplicity of collecting data respectively. GPS devices, although utilising the same technology from crowdsourcing and smartphone studies, have a relatively lower median number of participants of 43, whilst the three remaining method families have a collective median of 18. This can be partly explained by each of the method families. Accompanied journey studies generally involved more qualitative methods (with generally lower sample sizes) making use of such techniques as interviews with participants. One notable exception involved tracking, unbeknown to 212 subjects \[[@B123-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Camera based studies are generally focussed on traffic safety, and whilst the data collection is not so time consuming as for interviews, requires prohibitively large amounts of time for manual data processing in order to establish route choices of more than a small number of participants. Machine learning and other image recognition technologies may assist in reducing the time required for this method in future work. The final method categorised under "other" in [Figure 4](#ijerph-15-00470-f004){ref-type="fig"} is virtual reality, which comprised only two studies, both at the demonstration stage. For such simulator studies, considerable amounts of time is required in creating the virtual environment to test, however after a model is created, it should be reasonably possible to sample much larger numbers of participants.

The geographical spread of research according to city of data collection is shown in [Figure 5](#ijerph-15-00470-f005){ref-type="fig"}. The USA is the most prolific producer of articles included in this review at 31 papers, followed by the UK and Canada with 12 and 11 respectively. Of the 112 empirical articles that form the basis of this review, 109 were performed in developed countries, defined here as those countries with a very high Human Development Index (HDI) in the 2016 Human Development Report (<http://hdr.undp.org/en/countries>). This means in practice that only 3% of the empirical data collected on whole-journey bicycle routes is in developing country contexts (China, Ecuador and South Africa). To put this in perspective, just over 20% of all research is produced by countries that do not have a very high HDI (based on submission institution of the \~33 million citable English language documents in Scopus from 1996 to 2016 <http://www.scimagojr.com/countryrank.php>). Hence, whilst over-representation of developed countries is present across all fields of research, it is considerably higher for bicycle route research. This is surprising given the relatively low costs of collecting route choice data (especially for surveys and smartphone apps) compared to research as a whole. However, this observation could indicate that funding is far from the sole determinant of research production. Indeed the low amount of cycling research may be due to a different focus in the research performed in developing countries, where the promotion of bicycles for transportation may be less prioritised.

4.1. Reasons for Route Choice {#sec4dot1-ijerph-15-00470}
-----------------------------

GPS is utilised in two thirds of all the research collected, providing a relatively high level of resolution for route choice behaviour between different streets and paths. However, with the exception of some smartphone studies and others with a user interface, the decision-making process behind the route choice is not typically revealed through this method. This is a common limitation of revealed preference studies, where the primary contribution is in showing the preference made rather than demonstrating why.

To understand more about the decisions being made by bicyclists, the other methods can be used. Follow-up interviews or surveys as part of GPS based studies has been demonstrated to provide attitudinal parameters \[[@B18-ijerph-15-00470],[@B61-ijerph-15-00470],[@B85-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Crowdsourcing as a method does not generally allow the study designer to ask questions of participants as the data is usually collected for a different purpose (sports applications for example), potentially some time ago. Participant recalled routes and accompanied journeys are typically performed as part of intercept surveys or organised interviews, which lend themselves well to establishing reasons for participants' route choice. Cameras can be used to inform reasons for bicycle route choice, however in a limited manner since only visually identifiable reasons such as traffic or road surface condition in the immediate vicinity of the cyclist can be observed. The ideal situation is not only to accompany cyclists, but to record this on camera whilst interviewing cyclists, as was done in a qualitative study in Utrecht in the Netherlands \[[@B121-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The final method family of virtual reality allows testing of past, current or future scenarios, limited only by the time needed to create these virtual environments. Users can be interviewed whilst participating in the simulator environment, or can provide real time feedback through handlebar mounted buttons as discussed in [Section 3.7](#sec3dot7-ijerph-15-00470){ref-type="sec"} above. VR technologies are thus highly promising for participatory planning and user consultation of bicycle infrastructure, and it can be expected that this subset of the research will grow in coming years.

Revealed preference data alone does not however lack usefulness simply because it does not establish reasons for route choice. To the contrary, revealed preference data allows for large amounts of quantitative material to be collected, which combined with good sample representativeness, provides a holistic snapshot of a region's cycling preferences. GPS based studies can sample many hundreds or even thousands of users, however combination with other methods such as cameras or follow-up interviews are necessary to begin to establish reasons for a particular route being chosen. Egocentric cameras alone can provide some of the context behind route choice, however data processing times for establishing a single route trace make this a more suitable supporting method to complement accompanied journeys or instrumented bicycle research designs. Surveys or interviews in which participants recall their routes can be highly informative across large samples, however generally only one to two routes can be recalled with reasonable accuracy. Short or infrequent trips, trip chains and trips taken some time ago are poorly represented in participant recalled route choice studies. Comprehensive travel diary studies that ask for route choice of all trips (together with the usual trip purpose and mode) are uncommon, potentially because of the effort of the recall is too great or the risk of incorrect routes being drawn too high. Such considerations should be made in the context of the target sample and research purpose. If the sample is young children, GPS based tracking may prove to be difficult because of increased privacy concerns from parents and research ethics committees. Likewise, if the purpose of the study were to quantitatively determine the surface riding quality, the use of accelerometers would be more useful than interviews.

4.2. Representation {#sec4dot2-ijerph-15-00470}
-------------------

An issue that was witnessed repeatedly across different methods is the statistical representation of the participants. One study summarises the typical representation problems that occur in revealed preference bicycle studies: "the GPS participants were slightly older, were more likely to have a college degree, had higher incomes, and were more likely to have full-time jobs than other regular cyclists" \[[@B20-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Similar results were found by other studies, despite large numbers of participants \[[@B93-ijerph-15-00470]\].

In many cases the research aims target particular groups of participants, such as through the specific targeting of elderly bike users \[[@B37-ijerph-15-00470],[@B42-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The intention here is evidently not to assume representativeness by choosing one demographic, however other studies also chose specific users to the detriment of representation. The best example of this is the adult commuter cyclist target group, who are frequently chosen because they are simplest to recruit, although not necessarily most numerous or representative of the general population \[[@B15-ijerph-15-00470],[@B18-ijerph-15-00470],[@B21-ijerph-15-00470],[@B39-ijerph-15-00470],[@B46-ijerph-15-00470],[@B58-ijerph-15-00470],[@B62-ijerph-15-00470],[@B99-ijerph-15-00470],[@B102-ijerph-15-00470],[@B103-ijerph-15-00470],[@B119-ijerph-15-00470],[@B123-ijerph-15-00470],[@B124-ijerph-15-00470],[@B128-ijerph-15-00470],[@B129-ijerph-15-00470]\]. Unless the sample is targeted with the specific aim to improve representativeness, we risk producing results that poorly demonstrate how bicyclists behave, let alone the target cycling population (those who do not presently use a bicycle regularly).

A number of studies specifically avoided targeting a particular transport mode during recruitment in order to get a better picture of normal road user behaviour \[[@B61-ijerph-15-00470],[@B72-ijerph-15-00470],[@B73-ijerph-15-00470],[@B96-ijerph-15-00470]\]. It should be noted however that the lack of representation amongst cyclists targeted for GPS studies is not necessarily improved when considering all transport modes. One combined GPS and travel diary study reported participants were better educated, wealthier and older than the those captured by census data; similar attributes for the samples in much of the bicycle research \[[@B61-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Adult men are highly overrepresented in many sports and recreation-focussed smartphone apps. In some low cycling areas, this may indeed be representative of the cycling population, however the consideration should also be made for the main target group of bicycle promotion initiatives: infrequent and non-cyclists. This is in contrast to most GPS data studies, which seek to achieve better gender and age balance during participant recruitment \[[@B12-ijerph-15-00470]\].

Removing technology-based data collection methods from the discussion gives a different perspective. A large study of cyclists conducted in Groningen, The Netherlands (*n* = 1012) and Växjö, Sweden (*n* = 1003) stopped participants mid-journey to answer questions concerning trip purpose, origin-destination, actual route choice and route choice motive \[[@B98-ijerph-15-00470]\]. The random sampling process meant that both gender and age were well represented, although the authors explain that the sampling sites were selected based on high vulnerable road user flows, and were thus not reflective of each city's general population.

The sampling methodology, as much as the actual data collection method can determine the representativeness of the sample. In the example above, random sampling was used together with a survey requiring little participant involvement---resulting in excellent representation for the area sampled. If the sampling methodology involves searching for potential participants on bicycle forums, it should be considered that the forums are not representative of the general cycling public, but rather a special-interest subgroup of cyclists. Similarly, the use of sports applications as a data collection method predetermines the sample to be biased towards middle-aged men. Good representation is not simple to achieve, but the targeting of everyday cyclists is best achieved through random sampling in the area of interest. This can mean more time is required to achieve the desired sample size, but can also be performed using randomised telephone directory lists or mail-out surveys.

4.3. Future Research {#sec4dot3-ijerph-15-00470}
--------------------

Aerial drone and computer vision software (that automatically identifies mode, position and velocity of multiple road users) is being increasingly used in combination to record traffic behaviour. Presently this has been applied mostly to intersection or individual segments of interest, due to a limited scope in a single camera.

Although elements of route choice can be easily observed in this manner, the capture of entire route choices of cyclists is unlikely to be possible unless either the drone tracks individuals or multiple elevated cameras are used to identify and subsequently re-identify the same users. This is prohibitively difficult in a manual video analysis study; however, advanced computer vision technology could allow the identification and subsequent re-identification at multiple points in a network of fixed elevated cameras. Surveillance and privacy related issues may however make both of these methods unworkable from a research ethics standpoint, and must be seriously considered prior to implementation.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-ijerph-15-00470}
==============

This literature review provides an overview of the techniques that are available to track whole-journey cyclist movements in the bicycle network and by doing so can allow for insights concerning the preferences of bicycle users. Sample selection must however be taken into consideration concerning the transferability of such insights. Samples should ideally be broadly representative of the general public or preferably the target audience (for example young children if the aim is to promote cycling to school). The prioritisation of infrastructure spending in accordance with what is demonstrated to have the greatest impact for a representative sample will most efficiently allow for an increase in cycling modal share.

The literature review revealed some key findings regarding the collection of cyclist data. GPS-related data sources were used in two thirds of the empirical studies covered by this review. Experimental research designs using GPS-instrumented bicycle setups were common in the literature, however there appears to be more growth potential in the use of smartphone GPS and crowdsourcing. For these data sources, automatic mode-classification algorithms are often required. Less technology-oriented approaches involving participant recall of routes are demonstrated to be able to achieve similar levels of participation to smartphone-based approaches, although usually restricted to a single route. GPS alone does not provide the resolution necessary to determine the choice of infrastructure located on a single segment (such as footpath or bicycle lane), and in these cases camera technology, interviews or accompanied journeys is necessary.

Data privacy was at times observed to hinder the participant recruitment process, especially when considering passive smartphone recorded data. The availability of location data from smartphones can reveal a significant amount of personal information including work, home, leisure activities and behaviour. It is thus essential that any proposed data collection approach ensures participant anonymity and is approved by a local research ethics committee prior to implementation. This includes not only personal details but also the obscuration of precise origins and destinations if these could be used to identify participants. Participants in travel surveys of this nature must also be well informed of the process by which the research is conducted.

Finally crowdsourcing-based studies, together with virtual reality simulators and advanced computer vision processing of video data can be expected to develop significantly in the coming years, providing new and rich future data sources for the study of bicycle route choice.
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Classification of the 112 empirical studies based on principal route choice methods used into family and primary method group.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Family                                                                                          Sub-Group                                                                                                        Main Benefits                                                                                                                                                            Main Drawbacks                                                                                                       Integration with Other Methods   Sources
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  GPS device---not including smartphone GPS (47)                                                  Instrumented research bicycle                                                                                    Pre-configured for data collection\                                                                                                                                      Participants must charge instrumentation for longer term studies                                                     √√√                              \[[@B17-ijerph-15-00470],[@B25-ijerph-15-00470],[@B26-ijerph-15-00470],[@B30-ijerph-15-00470],[@B32-ijerph-15-00470],[@B33-ijerph-15-00470],[@B34-ijerph-15-00470],[@B35-ijerph-15-00470],[@B36-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Flexible experimental set up\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Consistent data (same bicycle for all users)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                  Instrumented research pedal-assisted electric bicycle (pedelec)                                                  Same as for instrumented research bicycle\                                                                                                                               Initial purchase cost of bicycle\                                                                                    √√√                              \[[@B16-ijerph-15-00470],[@B22-ijerph-15-00470],[@B24-ijerph-15-00470],[@B28-ijerph-15-00470],[@B37-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Pedelec power source allows longer term data\                                                                                                                            Unfamiliarity of users with pedelecs can result in abnormal cycling behaviour                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   collection\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Simple activation of GPS on start up                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                  Instrumented participant bicycle                                                                                 Familiarity with own bicycle gives good naturalistic data                                                                                                                Difficulty of comparing secondary data sources such as vibration because of bicycle variety                          √√                               \[[@B27-ijerph-15-00470],[@B31-ijerph-15-00470],[@B38-ijerph-15-00470],[@B39-ijerph-15-00470],[@B40-ijerph-15-00470],[@B41-ijerph-15-00470]\]

                                                                                                  Instrumented participant pedelec                                                                                 Pedelec power source allows longer term data collection\                                                                                                                 Difficulty in recruiting participants (if low numbers of pedelecs used)                                              √√√                              \[[@B15-ijerph-15-00470],[@B42-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Simple activation of GPS on start up                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                  Instrumented quasi-bikeshare (university pilot scheme)                                                           Comparison of many users possible with autonomous data retrieval                                                                                                         Maintenance and purchase cost of pilot scheme                                                                        √√                               \[[@B23-ijerph-15-00470],[@B43-ijerph-15-00470]\]

                                                                                                  Instrumented participant (two or more devices borne by participant)                                              Intermodal\                                                                                                                                                              Mode identification necessary Can be troublesome for users to carry all instrumentation (depending on size)          √√                               \[[@B14-ijerph-15-00470],[@B19-ijerph-15-00470],[@B46-ijerph-15-00470],[@B47-ijerph-15-00470],[@B48-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Pre-configured for data collection\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   User interface (if present) can assist engagement with user (for travel survey or to remember charging)                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                  GPS integrated in other device (excl. smartphone and accelerometer)                                              Intermodal\                                                                                                                                                              Mode identification necessary                                                                                        √                                \[[@B20-ijerph-15-00470],[@B49-ijerph-15-00470],[@B50-ijerph-15-00470],[@B51-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   User interface (if present) can assist engagement with user (for travel survey or to remember charging)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Compact device, easy to carry in pocket or bag                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                  Wearable GPS device                                                                                              Intermodal\                                                                                                                                                              Mode identification necessary\                                                                                       √                                \[[@B52-ijerph-15-00470],[@B53-ijerph-15-00470],[@B54-ijerph-15-00470],[@B55-ijerph-15-00470],[@B56-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Low participant burden                                                                                                                                                   Participants can forget to charge battery                                                                                                             

                                                                                                  Participant-borne GPS device (no mention of wearability)                                                         Intermodal\                                                                                                                                                              Mode identification necessary\                                                                                       √                                \[[@B18-ijerph-15-00470],[@B21-ijerph-15-00470],[@B29-ijerph-15-00470],[@B57-ijerph-15-00470],[@B58-ijerph-15-00470],[@B59-ijerph-15-00470],[@B60-ijerph-15-00470],[@B61-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Compact device, easy to carry in pocket or bag                                                                                                                           Participants can forget to take GPS on all journeys or to charge battery                                                                              

                                                                                                  Handlebar-mounted GPS participant bicycle (without additional instrumentation)                                   No need to perform mode identification\                                                                                                                                  Participants can easily forget to charge battery if taking infrequent bicycle trips                                  √                                \[[@B62-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Participant does not need to remember to take GPS on bicycle journeys                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  Smartphone GPS---participants solicited for research (20)                                       Passive user registration---no input required from user, trips detected automatically                            Intermodal\                                                                                                                                                              Mode identification necessary\                                                                                       √√                               \[[@B66-ijerph-15-00470],[@B72-ijerph-15-00470],[@B73-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Can be combined with travel diary (participants can confirm mode/trip purpose)                                                                                           Recruitment more difficult than for active user apps, where participant has more control over the data they record                                    

                                                                                                  Passive user registration---smartphone based instrumented research bicycle (and pedelec)                         Same as for GPS -instrumented research bicycle/pedelec\                                                                                                                  Same as for GPS -instrumented research bicycle/pedelec\                                                              √√√                              \[[@B67-ijerph-15-00470],[@B68-ijerph-15-00470],[@B70-ijerph-15-00470],[@B74-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Simpler configuration of instrumentation with smartphone (if only basic sensors used)                                                                                    Energy saving required, which reduces data quality                                                                                                    

                                                                                                  Active user registration (user activates GPS through app)---using or developed from the app "CycleTracks"        Few battery problems\                                                                                                                                                    User must engage with trip to begin, pause and stop recording                                                        √√                               \[[@B69-ijerph-15-00470],[@B75-ijerph-15-00470],[@B76-ijerph-15-00470],[@B77-ijerph-15-00470],[@B78-ijerph-15-00470],[@B79-ijerph-15-00470],[@B80-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Proven method---readily obtainable for other studies\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   User control over data provision (can opt to not record specific journeys)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                  Active user registration---other customised app specifically designed to provide data for planners/researchers   Backend system allows simple access to necessary user data\                                                                                                              User must engage with trip to begin, pause and stop recording\                                                       √√                               \[[@B81-ijerph-15-00470],[@B82-ijerph-15-00470],[@B83-ijerph-15-00470],[@B84-ijerph-15-00470],[@B85-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   User control over data provision                                                                                                                                         App must be developed                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                  Active user registration---via recreation-oriented apps                                                          Collating of data can be automated via access tokens\                                                                                                                    User must engage with trip to begin, pause and stop recording\                                                       √                                \[[@B71-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   No need to develop app\                                                                                                                                                  User must upload data in some experimental designs                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   User control over data provision                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  Crowdsourcing---data generally not solicited by researchers (13)                                Recreational/sports application (smartphone)---data collection not solicited by researchers                      Data obtained en masse via some application owners\                                                                                                                      Sports app users are not representative of general public\                                                           √                                \[[@B86-ijerph-15-00470],[@B87-ijerph-15-00470],[@B88-ijerph-15-00470],[@B89-ijerph-15-00470],[@B90-ijerph-15-00470],[@B91-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Longitudinal data\                                                                                                                                                       Data privacy often restricts full access to individual trips                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Detailed data can be volunteered                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                  Customised smartphone application for nationwide data collection (intended for data sharing)                     Large dataset\                                                                                                                                                           Data privacy often restricts full access to individual trips                                                         √√                               \[[@B92-ijerph-15-00470],[@B93-ijerph-15-00470],[@B94-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Whole country data for comparison                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                  Volunteered data from previously collected routes (access to existing data solicited by researchers)             Same as for sports applications, but only for volunteered routes\                                                                                                        Representativeness\                                                                                                  √                                \[[@B95-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   User control over data provision                                                                                                                                         Recruitment of GPS users can be difficult                                                                                                             

                                                                                                  Instrumented public bikeshare bicycles                                                                           Representativeness\                                                                                                                                                      Generally limited to GPS only\                                                                                       √√                               \[[@B44-ijerph-15-00470],[@B45-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Large dataset\                                                                                                                                                           User data may be retained for data privacy reasons                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Longitudinal access can be obtained via operators of GPS-enabled bikeshare fleet                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                  Citizen science crowdsourcing platform (Amazon Mechanical Turk)---for smartphone study                           Affordable means of obtaining responses with low researcher burden\                                                                                                      Difficult to be geographically specific (platform users are spread globally)                                         √√                               \[[@B96-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Can sample from global network of users\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Cannot meet with participants readily                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  Participant recalled route---hand-drawn (15), web-based (2) or verbal/written description (6)   Hand drawn from interview of participants                                                                        Interviewer can ask for clarification (including use of different parts of street) as route is drawn                                                                     Accuracy---lack of familiarity with area\                                                                            √√                               \[[@B97-ijerph-15-00470],[@B98-ijerph-15-00470],[@B99-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Limited application beyond usual journey or most recent                                                                                               

                                                                                                  Hand drawn from mail-back surveys after interception of passers-by                                               Large numbers of respondents possible Interception not always practical or legal (some jurisdictions classify cyclists in a similar manner to motorised vehicle users)   Relies on map familiarity Limited application beyond usual journey or most recent                                    √                                \[[@B100-ijerph-15-00470],[@B101-ijerph-15-00470],[@B102-ijerph-15-00470],[@B103-ijerph-15-00470]\]

                                                                                                  Hand drawn from paper surveys completed on-site (at destination)                                                 Interviewers can assist as required\                                                                                                                                     Relies on map familiarity\                                                                                           √                                \[[@B105-ijerph-15-00470],[@B106-ijerph-15-00470],[@B107-ijerph-15-00470],[@B108-ijerph-15-00470],[@B109-ijerph-15-00470],[@B110-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Ease of recruiting large numbers of participants\                                                                                                                        Limited application beyond usual journey or most recent                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Can tailor map according to destination environment (such as workplace)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                  Hand drawn from printable survey distributed online/advertisements                                               Large survey distribution possible (through forums, newspapers, noticeboards, bicycle shops etc.)                                                                        Relies on map familiarity\                                                                                           √                                \[[@B104-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Limited application beyond usual journey or most recent\                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            High participant burden to print survey\                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Map detail vs. size trade-off (whole city is difficult to appropriately represent in map)                                                             

                                                                                                  Hand drawn from mental mapping journal (specific target audience)                                                Longitudinal time frame (multiple journeys, not just most recent or usual)\                                                                                              No map guidance\                                                                                                     √                                \[[@B111-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Participant reflection in journal                                                                                                                                        Uncertainty in matching participant-recalled routes to reality                                                                                        

                                                                                                  Mapping Application Programming Interface (API) for online route tracing                                         Low participant burden---large quantitative datasets possible\                                                                                                           Only limited numbers of routes generally recalled\                                                                   √√                               \[[@B112-ijerph-15-00470],[@B113-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Routing algorithms can be used to suggest routes for origin-destination\                                                                                                 Relies on map familiarity                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Can be integrated with Public Participation Geographic Information System (PPGIS) for obtaining geo-located user feedback                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                  Description using list of road names used                                                                        Quick methodology, readily applicable to intercept interviews                                                                                                            Accuracy---recall error/lack of familiarity with road names                                                          √                                \[[@B114-ijerph-15-00470]\]

                                                                                                  Description using points/landmarks along route (verbal or online)                                                Quick methodology, readily applicable to intercept interviews                                                                                                            Imprecise---often only two points along route                                                                        √                                \[[@B115-ijerph-15-00470],[@B116-ijerph-15-00470],[@B117-ijerph-15-00470]\]

                                                                                                  Description from detailed interview                                                                              Interviewer can ask for clarification\                                                                                                                                   Accuracy---lack of familiarity with area                                                                             √√                               \[[@B118-ijerph-15-00470],[@B119-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Can be map-assisted                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  Accompanied trip---ride-along (3) or tracking (1)                                               Ride-along                                                                                                       Experiential 'sensescapes' can be captured and discussed real-time\                                                                                                      Transcribing can be difficult (reduced clarity from participants when cycling in addition to noise)                  √√√                              \[[@B121-ijerph-15-00470],[@B122-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Best captures the context of the bicycle user                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                  Post ride-along interview                                                                                        Reasons for choices can be explained\                                                                                                                                    Lack of real-time participant reflection compared to ride-along                                                      √√√                              \[[@B120-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Suitable in environments where conversational cycling not practical                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                  Unobtrusive tracking from distance                                                                               Recruitment not necessary                                                                                                                                                Lack of 'participant' consent\                                                                                       √                                \[[@B123-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Time intensive\                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Difficult to capture journeys originating from homes                                                                                                  

  Camera (3)                                                                                      Egocentric camera on rider/bicycle (commonly used as a supplementary method)                                     Naturalistic behaviour and interactions can be captured including traffic violations and interactions with other road users                                              Time intensive for route choice\                                                                                     √√                               \[[@B124-ijerph-15-00470],[@B125-ijerph-15-00470],[@B126-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Requires researcher familiarity with area                                                                                                             

  Virtual Reality (VR) (2)                                                                        Immersion in virtual/photographed street environment                                                             Proposed changes to built environment can be evaluated in detail\                                                                                                        Modelling time requirement for virtual environment\                                                                  √√                               \[[@B127-ijerph-15-00470],[@B128-ijerph-15-00470]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Non-cyclists' revealed preference behaviour can be tested in a safe environment                                                                                          Some participants experience dizziness in VR simulators                                                                                               
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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###### 

Hand-drawn route recall studies.

  Reference                                                     Main Field of Application                                            Respondents (Valid)                                                      Type of Route Drawn                                                               Recruitment Methods
  ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Lott et al., 1978 \[[@B97-ijerph-15-00470]\]                  Transport planning---before and after evaluation                     364 cyclists in Davis, USA                                               Usual route to downtown or campus (located on the other side of infrastructure)   Interviews of cyclists at their homes before and after the infrastructure development.
  Van Maarseveen et al., 1985 \[[@B100-ijerph-15-00470]\]       Transport planning---before evaluation                               2194 cyclists in Delft, The Netherlands                                  Current journey when intercepted                                                  Distributed mail-back survey to intercepted cyclists (60% return rate)
  Wilmink & Hartman, 1987 \[[@B101-ijerph-15-00470]\]           Transport planning---before and after network evaluation             Cyclists in Delft, The Netherlands                                       Current journey when intercepted                                                  Distributed mail-back survey to intercepted cyclists (return rate not stated)
  Van Schagen, 1990 \[[@B98-ijerph-15-00470]\]                  Data collection to guide creation of a route choice model            Cyclists in Groningen, The Netherlands (1012) and Växjö, Sweden (1003)   Current journey when intercepted                                                  Intercept interview in areas with high cyclist numbers
  Aultman-Hall, 1996 \[[@B103-ijerph-15-00470]\]                Safety---bicycle routes and accident locations                       Bicycle commuters in Ottawa (1603) and Toronto, Canada (1360)            Current regular bicycle commute                                                   Mail-back questionnaires attached to the cross-bars of parked bicycles (49% returned)
  Aultman-Hall et al., 1997 \[[@B102-ijerph-15-00470]\]         Transport planning---GIS demonstration                               338 cyclists in Guelph, Canada                                           Commonly used bicycle journeys                                                    Mail out survey (10% return), distributed mail-back survey to intercepted cyclists and through placement in bicycle shops
  Hyodo et al., 2000 \[[@B108-ijerph-15-00470]\]                Route choice model---railway station accessibility                   Cyclists in Utsunomiya (502) and Kurume, Japan (252)                     Usual bike routes to school or work                                               Distributed surveys at high schools, bicycle parking facilities and railway stations
  Howard & Burns, 2001 \[[@B104-ijerph-15-00470]\]              Transport planning---level of stress                                 150 experienced commuter cyclists in Phoenix, USA                        Last journey to work, not map-assisted                                            Printable survey distributed digitally through webpages, email, cycling list server, and advertised/physically distributed at bike shops/community meetings
  Suzuki et al., 2012 \[[@B109-ijerph-15-00470]\]               Transport planning---traffic volume and bicycle network issues       1419 cyclists in Takamatsu, Japan                                        Written detailed route on map                                                     Paper survey sent to offices and high schools, interviews in downtown areas
  Manum & Nordström, 2013 \[[@B107-ijerph-15-00470]\]           Transport planning---bikeability                                     Commuter cyclists in Trondheim, Norway                                   Route between home and workplace                                                  Paper survey distributed at three employer hubs in city centre
  Kang & Fricker, 2013 \[[@B99-ijerph-15-00470]\]               Transport planning---on-street vs. off-street facility use           178 cyclists in West Lafayette, USA                                      Route to university indicated visually on map (to interviewer)                    Intercept interviews at bicycle racks at destination
  Yang & Mesbah, 2013 \[[@B110-ijerph-15-00470]\]               Stated vs. revealed preference for factors influencing cycling       19 cyclists in Brisbane, Australia                                       Last cycling trip ending at home                                                  Pilot study amongst university students and staff
  Manton et al., 2016 \[[@B106-ijerph-15-00470]\]               Safety---cycling risk (also using stated preference)                 104 cyclists in Galway, Ireland                                          Regularly used cycling routes, colour-coded according to perceived risk           Paper based surveys completed at large university events
  Boettge et al., 2017 \[[@B105-ijerph-15-00470]\]              Transport planning---cycling risk assessment for siting facilities   89 cyclists in St. Louis, USA                                            Recently used bicycle route, colour-coded according to perceived risk             Booths at cycling events allowing participants to complete survey on site
  Gamble, Snizek, & Nielsen, 2017 \[[@B111-ijerph-15-00470]\]   Ethnography, understanding cycling activism                          26 cyclists in Quito, Ecuador                                            Freehand mental map of noteworthy recent journeys in journal (not map assisted)   Specific target audience of cycling activists---who received a disposable camera and journal with prompts
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